VENDOR WORKSPACE
DATASHEET

Complex environments
present complex challenges

Simplify with a holistic view
of your entire IT estate

The increasing complexity of hybrid IT environments also makes
IT contracts and licenses complex—and a challenge for executives
managing IT environments. But with a holistic view of your entire
IT estate—available only from Flexera One’s Vendor Workspace—you
can see your way to making game-changing IT decisions.

Arm yourself with actionable insights
to make data-driven decisions

Take Microsoft, for example. Your organization might have multiple
Microsoft applications spanning on-premises (SQL) to SaaS (O365)
to the cloud (Azure). Identifying spend and usage data across all
these different applications from just this single vendor can be
daunting. In order to manage your Microsoft estate, it’s important
to be able to answer a host of questions about spend, risk and more.

TO MANAGE YOUR VENDOR ESTATE,
YOU NEED ANSWERS TO ESSENTIAL
QUESTIONS:
• What are all the elements
in my vendor estate?
• What’s my total spend by category
and how is it trending?
• What’s my total product
footprint and how exposed
am I to currency risk?
• How is my spend aligned with
my transformation objectives?
• Which vendor assets am
I utilizing the most?
• What’s my vendor effective license
position (ELP) and is it compliant?
•

What are my key trends?

Now you can answer these questions with confidence. Vendor Workspace gives you the most complete
and up-to-date view of your hybrid IT environment from on-premises to SaaS to cloud. We compile your
technology data, compare it to your contractual entitlements and give you a unified view of your spend,
risk and optimization possibilities.

Siloed approach without Flexera One

Holistic approach with Flexera One

Maximize the business value of your IT investments
Vendor Workspace helps you make sense of your IT estate. Make data-driven decisions to align
your IT and business needs, find savings by rationalizing your IT, accelerate your IT with accurate
intelligence and de-risk the delivery of your critical business services.

Flexera One’s Vendor Workspace enables you to see your spend and trends across your entire IT estate.

ABOUT FLEXERA

NEXT STEPS

Watch our demo to see
how Vendor Workspace
can maximize the value
of your Microsoft
agreement

Flexera delivers IT management solutions that enable enterprises
to accelerate the return on their technology investments. We help
organizations inform their IT with total visibility into complex hybrid
ecosystems, so they can transform their IT by rightsizing across all
platforms, reallocating spend, reducing risk and charting the most
effective path to the cloud.

WATCH DEMO

Our technology value optimization solutions are delivered by 1,300+
team members helping more than 50,000 customers achieve their
business outcomes. To learn more, visit flexera.com
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